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Parveen Kaur, Head – Personal Banking Operations, RBS India 
speaks to us about her journey as a banker.
By Nidhi Joshi

PEAKLIFE
LEADER’S DIALOGUE

BANKING ON 
WOMEN

streams by taking full advantage of disruption and the pace of 
change. I’m also proud to have been appointed as a Global Scot 
by the Scottish Government. 

 What inspired you to join banking and what is your 
motivation that keeps you going?
My inspiration and motivation are two-fold. Firstly, I believe 
banking can make a significant difference to an individual’s 
financial wellbeing through greater financial inclusion. It is not 
only important to enhance the financial wellbeing of those who 
have a banking account, but also the under and unbanked 
population. Secondly, banking industry is fast changing its shape 
and purpose. Those working in this segment have a huge 
challenge and potential in front of them.

What motivates me to come to work every day is to be that 
bridge to help people champion their potential in becoming 
financially fit for the future and making an impact in shaping the 
new world.

An ardent banking professional with over 20 years of 
extensive expertise across multiple environments and 
roles such as customer service, operations, sales, 

relationship management, remediation and voice operation, 
Parveen Kaur from Royal Bank of Scotland, India is 
recognised both nationally and internationally. She has 
recently been appointed as the Global Ambassador for 
Fintech, Scotland.

 In a candid conversation she shares with us what it takes to be 
woman banker, challenges she has faced and the future of 
banking as she sees it.

Please share your professional journey with us.
I am an ardent Retail Banker with over 23 years of experience 
across 3 large global organisations. I started my career in 1996 
with Bank of America, Kolkata where I held numerous 
responsibilities spanning across front and back office in Sales 
and Service. I moved to ABN AMRO Bank in 2004 to manage 
diverse portfolios for 10 years with the bank including branch 
banking, managing large corporate relationships and contact 
centres. For the past decade, I’ve been with RBS and at present 
I’m the Managing Director for Personal Banking Operations in 
India.

What I love about my current role is that I’m at the heart of 
shaping the future of a disruptive financial services industry in 
both India and the UK, through business and cultural 
transformation. I centre my purpose around championing my 
customer’s potential by delivering excellence and driving value 

"SHE ALSO HOLDS A BLACK BELT 
IN SIX SIGMA CERTIFICATION 
FROM TQMI AND HAS RECENTLY 
BEEN APPOINTED AS THE GLOBAL 
AMBASSADOR FOR FINTECH 
SCOTLAND"
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 With more than 20 years in the industry how do view the 
trajectory of this segment. Where are we headed as far as 
banking is concerned?
People no longer use a bank only as a place where they deposit and 
withdraw money. The services a bank provides today have changed 
from providing a mortgage to helping someone fulfil their dream of 
buying a home. Keeping customers safe and secure across various 
digital and online challenges is also a key role the banks will play in 
the near future.

 What do you think banking will look like in 10 years from now?
Digital age and disruptive technologies are influencing the future of 
global banking. 10 years from now, a bank will look very different. 
I foresee banks of the future as digital hubs where services will 

"IN HER CURRENT ROLE 
SHE IS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR A TEAM OF 3,000 
COLLEAGUES, LOCATED 
ACROSS DELHI NCR, 
CHENNAI, AND MUMBAI, 
LARGELY FOCUSSING 
ON THE AUTOMATION 
TRANSFORMATION 
FOR ROYAL BANK OF 
SCOTLAND"
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converge to offer customers an access to various service providers, 
fintechs and bankers to navigate through changing financial trends 
and optimise financial outcomes. I also see an increasing demand for 
digital banking experiences, which is transforming how the banking 
industry engages with its customers and builds trust and advocacy 
even with minimal face to face interaction. With a gig economy 
setting in, even the workforce will start to look and operate 
differently.

How is RBS gearing up post Brexit?
RBS is prepared for both hard and a conditional Brexit. We will 
continue to serve our UK and EU based customers. Thus, as of now 
it’s business as usual for us. Our new CEO has just announced a new 
strategy that’s all inclusive.

What would your advice be for the younger generation getting into 
banking?
Be ‘change ready’ and an EQ means emotional quotient driven leader.

 What are the challenges you think a woman has to face in this 
industry and what would your suggestions be to overcome them?
The challenges women face in financial services is one of equal voice 
and inclusion. The only way to overcome this is by self-empowerment. 
Stop believing in glass ceilings and make yourself so capable and so 
resilient that the world has to take notice of you. 

 What do you do to unwind from your busy schedule?
I take short holidays whenever my schedule permits. I’m also a Netflix 
junky and I love my TV. 

QUICK BYTES

Your favourite travel destination
London

A favourite quote that inspires 
you 
Where the mind is without fear 
and the head is held high

Three apps that you use the 
most
Paytm, Amazon, Zomato

Three things you don't leave 
your home without
Phone, keys, emergency 
medicines

If you could change one thing 
about your industry what would 
it be
Diversity & inclusion ratios


